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Abstract
Middle Eastern Islamic banks’ contributions to product development in
Malaysia have been frequently highlighted; nonetheless, there has been a
research gap on the adaptation of foreign Islamic banks to the Malaysian
market. This study examines this aspect through a case study of the
practices of Kuwait Finance House Malaysia Berhad (KFHMB) among
these foreign banks. The results of this exploration highlight the impact of
Malaysian business customs and culture on KFHMB’s banking product
selection, especially on the retail banking side. The findings herein imply
that regional differences in products between Malaysia and the Middle
East derive from differences in market environments rather than from
mere differences in Islamic jurisprudence, as previous studies claim.
Ultimately, this study asserts the value of an ethnographic approach to
studying Islamic banks’ adaptation to foreign markets, especially
considering the KFHMB’s dilemma of facing religious ideals versus
market realities.
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Islam, Islamic banking, Kuwait Finance House Malaysia Berhad, Malaysia,
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Introduction
Since Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM), the central bank of Malaysia,
embarked on the liberalization of Islamic banking licenses in the early
2000s, three Middle Eastern Islamic banks have started to provide
services in the country: the Kuwait Finance House Malaysia Berhad
(KFHMB), the Al Rajhi Banking & Investment Corporation Malaysia
Berhad (Al Rajhi), and the Asian Finance Bank Berhad (which was
absorbed by the Malaysia Building Society Berhad on February 7, 2018).
These foreign Islamic banks introduced several Middle Eastern products
to the Malaysian market. For example, in 2006, KFHMB introduced
Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM) (which is sometimes called “diminishing
Musharakah”) as a house financing product (Mohd Subky et al. 2017;
Smolo and Hassan 2011).1 At that time, the most popular contract type in
Malaysia for house financing was Bay’ Bithaman Ajil (BBA), which was
facilitated by the Islamic transaction of Bay’ al-‘Inah. Bay’ al-‘Inah is
strictly prohibited in the Middle East, as Shariah scholars in the region
consider it a “backdoor” to Riba, or the interest of conventional banking
(Haron and Shanmugam 1997; Ismail et al. 2014; Laldin et al. 2012;
Meera and Abdul Razak 2005; Rosly 2005).2 On the other hand, MM tends
to be considered globally acceptable or an ideal type of house financing
transaction, because it is based on profit-and-loss sharing—namely,
partnership-based equity finance (e.g., Meera and Abdul Razak 2009;
Mohd Subky et al. 2017; Shuib et al. 2011; Smolo and Hassan 2011).3
Another example of products introduced by foreign banks is Commodity
Murabahah (CM) or Tawarruq.4 CM was first implemented in 2000 by a
financial institution in Saudi Arabia (Nagaoka 2008), whereupon it came
to prevail in the Middle East. In 2005, KFHMB introduced CM transactions
1

MM is a “contract of partnership that allows one (or more) partner(s) to give a
right to gradually own his share of the asset to the remaining partners based on
agreed terms” (Bank Negara Malaysia 2010: 221).
2
Islamic scriptures prohibit the concept of Riba, which is normally construed in
conventional banking as interest; thus, the prohibition of the use of interest in
banking is one rationale for Islamic banking. “Conventional banking,” in the
common parlance, speaks to banking in which interest fees are collected; this
term is normally used by both the Islamic banking literature and Islamic banking
practitioners to distinguish between the two. While the concept of Bay’ al-‘Inah
remains controversial, the BBA is more or less globally accepted and sometimes
called Murabahah; this is broadly used by Islamic banks in the Middle East, such
as Kuwait Finance House.
3
Profit-and-loss sharing was highlighted as a foremost unique quality of Islamic
banking by Islamic economists, many of whom proposed religious banking
during the worldwide Islamic resurgence in the mid-20th century (Yousef 2004).
Even today, Islamic economists strongly support the implementation of profitand-loss sharing in Islamic banking (e.g., Asutay 2012; Hasan 2011; Smolo and
Hassan 2011).
4
Because commodity Murabahah and Tawarruq are similarly structured, for the
sake of convenience, we consider these terms interchangeable here. Strictly
speaking, however, these two transactions differ in terms of their procedures
(see Abdul Ghani and Hussain 2007).
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to the Malaysian market in cooperation with BNM (Bank Negara Malaysia
2006). CM is currently the most prevalent and flexible type of transaction
used in liquidity management and various banking products in Islamic
banking. As a globally accepted transaction, CM has replaced various
Malaysian products facilitated by Bay’ al-‘Inah, although several scholars
question the religious authenticity of this CM transaction (Abdul Ghani
and Hussain 2007; Ismon 2012; Mahayudin et al. 2014; Mansour et al.
2015).
Overall, since the mid-2000s, several products—including those
featuring MM and CM transactions—have been introduced by the Middle
Eastern banks, especially KFHMB. Previous studies argue that these
products compensate for regional differences in practices between
Malaysia and the Middle East, thereby enabling Islamic banking to expand
globally (e.g., Abdul Ghani and Hussain 2007; Nagaoka 2008). However,
while previous studies tend to focus on the influence of foreign Islamic
banks on Malaysian Islamic banking, foreign banks’ adaptations to the
Malaysian market have not been sufficiently explored—despite the
potential value of such an exploration in terms of reconsidering
frequently discussed regional differences between Malaysia and the
Middle East. Given the religious issue of Bay’ al-‘Inah, inter alia, regional
differences in practices have aroused controversy among scholars.
Malaysian practices of this controversial transaction have resulted in the
lingering image that Malaysia is relatively lenient vis-à-vis Shariah
compliance, at least in comparison to the strict Middle East (e.g., Chong
and Liu 2009; see also Khan and Bhatti 2008).5 Moreover, some explain
regional differences in terms of the influence of the school of Islamic
jurisprudence that dominates in each region (e.g., Mahmud al-Awan 2008;
Zaher and Hassan 2001). Among the four schools of Islamic jurisprudence
in the Sunni tradition, only the Shafie school permits Bay’ al-‘Inah: it is
forbidden by the other three schools of Maliki, Hanafi, and Hanbali.6 The
Shafie school predominates in Southeast Asia, and the use of Bay’ al-‘Inah
in the region has been justified by a Shariah endorsement of the Shafie
view (Balala 2011; Rosly 2005).7 Many Islamic scholars acknowledge this
5

The term “Shariah compliance” is used among scholars and practitioners of
Islamic banking and finance to indicate the extent to which Islamic banks and
their products and services adhere to Islamic law.
6
As an example of the differences in religious views among the schools of Islamic
jurisprudence, one can point to interpretations of Niyyah, or the intention of
transaction. For the Shafie school, the intention is not significant; however, the
other three schools assign considerable value to the intention, and this allows
Middle Eastern scholars to disallow Bay’ al-‘Inah, as there is no real intention to
use the traded assets (Rosly 2005).
7
The influence of the schools of Islamic jurisprudence over society can be
identified geographically. For example, the Maliki school spread in North Africa
(e.g., Libya, Tunisia, and Morocco), while the Hanafi school is influential around
Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and Turkey. According to Muhammad (2008), the first Islamic
civil law—known as Al-Ahkam al-Adliyah in Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Turkey, and
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factor in the implementation of Bay’ al-‘Inah (see Khan and Bhatti 2008;
Nagaoka 2007), and social scientists also tend to take for granted the
influence of Islamic jurisprudence on regional differences (e.g., Poon et al.
2017; Warde 2000; see also Lai 2015).
However, as a matter of course, Islamic banks must adhere not
only to a theological legal system but also to the secular legal system for
the banking industry, just as conventional banks do. Furthermore, the
transaction culture involving other market participants would be unique
to each market, and this would naturally affect Islamic banking practices.
When entering a different market, it would not be easy for Islamic banks
to simply use their preferred banking products without modification.
Considering the influence of market particularity, more research
attention needs to be diverted to how the three foreign Islamic banks
adapt their practices to the Malaysian market.
This study looks to explore this adaptation process, and to this
end, it conducts a case study of KFHMB practices, given that previous
studies tend to stress the bank’s contribution to changes in the product
offerings in Malaysian Islamic banking. Moreover, some of those previous
studies argue that KFHMB prefers to use products and services that its
parent bank, Kuwait Finance House (KFH), uses in the country, and views
of the bank’s Shariah committee are paramount to the views of the
Shariah Advisory Council of Bank Negara Malaysia (SAC), the highest
authority for all Shariah issues in Islamic banking and Takaful (Islamic
insurance) in Malaysia (e.g., Rosly 2017; Shuib et al. 2011).8 Islamic banks
in Malaysia are obligated to follow SAC guidelines, and they are allowed to
adopt only views that are stricter than those of the SAC. According to
Mahmud al-Awan (2008), whenever there has been a clear difference in
Shariah opinions between SAC and the bank’s Shariah committee, KFHMB
has adopted its committee’s view, as it assigns great value to the
corporate governance of the KFH Group. Considering KFHMB’s
persistence in adhering to its own style of Islamic banking practices, it is
no doubt valuable to examine the extent to which KFHMB persists in its
own practices within the context of the Malaysian market.
Furthermore, the potential value of an inquiry into the adaptation
process is significant in both anthropological and sociological terms. First,
such an inquiry would contribute to the debate concerning the dichotomy
between transnational and localizing forces. For example, anthropologists
Jordan—was codified on the basis of the views of the Hanafi school, which
predominates in the region.
8
Each Islamic bank usually has a Shariah supervisory body that consists of
Muslim religious scholars; this body ensures and enhances the Islamic quality of
the bank’s products and services. This body examines all proposed products
prior to market introduction. In several countries—such as Malaysia—the
statutory body of the central bank is considered the highest Shariah authority; its
religious views are typically considered foremost, superseding the views of any
Shariah board of any Islamic financial institution in the country.
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ethnographically explore how a transnational corporation, McDonald’s,
assimilated into local food cultures in Asia, despite the common
assumption that transnational corporations “force” other countries to
accept their universal or transnational standard (i.e., Western values) in
an act known as cultural imperialism or McDonaldization (Watson 2006
[1997]). In the context of KFHMB practices, while previous studies
highlight the consistency of the transnational force of the KFH Group in a
different environment—namely, Malaysia (e.g., Rosly 2017)—the current
study seeks to explore KFHMB’s process of adapting to the Malaysian
market. In so doing, I make inquiries into whether the practices of the
KFH Group have been transnationally adopted even in Malaysia, or
whether indigenously embedded market forces in Malaysia have
influenced KFHMB practices. Second, in contemporary economic
sociology and organizational studies, there is a lingering debate about
how economic behavior is created in the course of antagonistic relations
between inherently constraining institutional forces and individual
creativity; this research has manifested as the theoretical dichotomy
between new institutionalism, which seeks to explain collective behavior
through institutional mechanisms, and constructivism, which assigns
value to the creativity of actors (Fligstein and McAdam 2012; Granovetter
2017). The current case study of KFHMB’s adaptation process examines
the extent to which organizational behavior is autonomous from
institutional logics, such as environmental conditions that institutionalists
assume to be influential in shaping organizational behavior. Thus, this
ethnographic exploration would contribute to the debate between new
institutionalism and constructivism as an empirical case that
demonstrates how institutional forces and actors’ agency work in making
organizational behavior.
Since this study aims to ethnographically explore KFHMB’s
adaptation process, I undertook interview-based research with KFHMB
practitioners and with other persons concerned. The participants were
identified through snowball sampling, and each interview (duration: 90–
180 minutes) was conducted as a semi-structured face-to-face interview.

How did foreign banks adapt to the Malaysian market culture?
1. An Overview of Kuwait Finance House
KFH was established in 1977 as the first Islamic bank in Kuwait. The bank
adopted a trading approach in its financial services provision. For
example, for car financing, it would hold cars in its showroom as stock to
sell to customers while using an installment financing scheme because
KFH in its financing assigned considerable value to actual buying and
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9

selling (Kuwait Finance House 2010; Smith 2004). Interestingly, it is
often said that its trade-like financial service approach derived from the
fact that the bank was established by a consortium of traders. According
to a BNM official, KFH’s special approach to Islamic banking was a key
reason why BNM chose KFH as the first foreign Islamic bank in Malaysia.
That official says that:
When proposals for licenses were submitted to us, we asked all
the applicants what they could bring to us. Of course, the first
thing is capital, then, employment and products. When we talked
with Kuwait Finance House, they were creative in their own
country so we hoped [for] their presence here. We hoped they
introduced some innovative subjects to here. … I think, even in the
Middle East, only a few banks behave differently from our banks,
like Kuwait Finance House. Kuwait Finance House is special in this
point. They were not regulated by the central bank initially so
they could do more things than what other Islamic banks can do.
Kuwait Finance House is now regulated under the central bank
and their behavior also changed because they have to adjust to [a]
new regulation and [a] new environment, but they can still do a
lot of [trade-like financing business]. When I went to Kuwait to
understand their business model, they really behaved like [a]
trader. They have properties, auto, and commodit[ies] to provide
the facilities in their finance (personal communication, December
20, 2017).
As the BNM official says, KFH had been registered simply as a
commercial bank until May 24, 2004, when Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK)
redefined KFH as an Islamic bank (Kuwait Finance House 1981; Kuwait
Finance House 2010). In Kuwait, there had been no special legal
framework for Islamic banks until the CBK modified in 2003 the existing
legal framework for conventional banks; meanwhile, Islamic investment
companies have been under the jurisdiction of the CBK since the early
1990s. As reflected in the legal framework introduced in 2003, CBK
considers Islamic banking an integral part of the banking industry (The
Central Bank of Kuwait 2005; The Central Bank of Kuwait 2007).
Accordingly, since then, CBK started to require Islamic banks to perform a
similar function to that of conventional banks. A KFHMB banker (personal
communication, May 20, 2018) says that KFHMB moved towards liabilitybased products on account of an internal change in its parent bank, KFH,
which had derived from being placed under CBK’s supervision. KFH’s
practices changed to some extent as of the mid-2000s; nonetheless, KFH
has not abandoned its trade-like approach and remains unique among
worldwide Islamic banking practices.

9

See also the KFH homepage URL: https://www.kfh.com/en/cars/AutoFinancing-New/New-Cars.html.
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2. Malaysia’s Invitation to Foreign Islamic Banks
According to an Islamic banker who has worked for two of the three
foreign Islamic banks, when the three foreign Islamic banks were invited
to Malaysia, BNM held a meeting session between representatives of the
foreign banks and local prominent Islamic bankers. That banker says that:
In 2005, some local Islamic bankers at the invitation of Bank
Negara [BNM] talked with three foreign Islamic banks. For
example, one of the pioneers of Bank Islam was there probably
10
because he had [a] connection to Middle Eastern banks. He
talked with the chairman of Al Rajhi, [the] Qatar Central Bank
governor, and [the] Kuwait Finance House chairman. Asian
Finance Bank was owned by three countries and [the] main
shareholder was Qatar, but behind Qatar there [were] Yemeni.
Qataris’ portion was also shared by Yemeni. In the process of the
establishment of a new bank, you apply to [the] central bank with
the plan of your shareholders so you get first principal approval.
After the principal approval is given, [you] normally [need] six
months […] to set up and start operation, but [the] Asian Finance
Bank was delayed simply because they consisted of three
countries. They couldn’t find a meeting point. […] The Yemeni
representative, one of the shareholders, knew the pioneer of Bank
Islam. So, he approached the pioneer to help the establishment.
The pioneer invited me to join the working team to set up. I
became the first secretary and the first staff [member]. The
Yemeni representative and the pioneer became the first cofounding directors. […] When we finished all the preparations,
Bank Negara gave [the] approval to start the operation. The bank
took almost two years to launch the operation in 2007 (personal
communication, May 8, 2018).
Without local bankers’ support, the Asian Finance Bank could not
create a compromise among the shareholders, simply because they
comprised a consortium of several banks. Meanwhile, according to a
pioneer of KFHMB (personal communication, May 20, 2018), the KFHMB
prepared for operations in Malaysia under its corporate identity as the
KFH Group. While appointing many local employees to its board and to
various management positions, it mobilized its own human resources into
some key positions, to maintain consistency as part of the KFH Group.
Interestingly, several local individuals—many of whom had no experience
in Islamic banking—joined the pioneering team. However, KFH appointed
its own staff as managing director and head of the Shariah division, and
the members of the Shariah committee were mobilized through its own
10

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad, established in 1983, was the first Islamic bank in
Malaysia.
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human resources in order to comply with its Shariah criteria and with its
corporate identity in Kuwait. After KFHMB was given an Islamic banking
license on May 8, 2005, its first branch commenced operations in
August 2005, two years earlier than the Asian Finance Bank.
It was most important for KFHMB to have qualified Shariah staff
who could help the bank maintain KFH’s style of Islamic banking in a
different environment—namely, the Malaysian Shariah governance
system, which differed from that of Kuwait and other Middle Eastern
countries. For example, there are some differences in the role of the
Shariah supervisory body between Malaysia and the Middle East. Shariah
supervisory bodies in Middle Eastern Islamic banks are empowered to
decide whether products can be introduced to the market in Islamic
terms. On the other hand, Malaysian Islamic banks need to obtain
approval from SAC for new products, since that gatekeeping role is
entrusted to SAC as the highest authority over all Shariah issues in Islamic
banking.11 Given these differences in Shariah governance systems, in
Malaysia, the Shariah supervisory bodies of commercial Islamic banks are
now called Shariah “committees,” whereas their analogous counterparts
in Middle Eastern countries are called Shariah “boards.” (For example,
KFH in Kuwait calls its body the “Fatwa and Shari’a supervisory board,”
whereas in Malaysia, KFHMB calls its body the “Shariah committee.”)
While KFH can introduce new products in accordance with the views of
its own Shariah board, when developing new product offerings, KFHMB is
compelled to reconcile the views of its own Shariah committee with those
of the SAC. To deal with these differences in governance systems, KFHMB
needed talented Shariah staff who could reconcile the views of its Shariah
scholars with those of SAC and thus help the bank implement its own
style of Islamic banking in Malaysia.

3. KFHMB’s Adaptation to Malaysia
Previous studies contend that KFHMB assigns great value to the views of
its own Shariah committee (e.g., Mahmud al-Awan 2008; Rosly 2017;
Shuib et al. 2011). The bank sought to implement its own style of Islamic
banking in accordance with the views of its Shariah committee—unless
those views run counter to Malaysian law or SAC Shariah requirements—
by employing Shariah staff who could assist the bank in translating its
ideals into business in the Malaysian market. When KFHMB started its
operations in 2005, most of the banking products in Malaysia were not
acceptable to the members of its Shariah committee. What the bank first
did was introduce several new products that could meet the Shariah

11

Since the 2010s, some Middle Eastern countries, such as Oman and the United
Arab Emirates, have started to adopt Malaysia’s Shariah governance model (see
Bouyamourn 2016).
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criteria of the bank’s Shariah committee.
a. Commodity Murabahah
CM—in which a customer can obtain cash on the spot through the sale of
a commodity with a bank and commodity brokers (see Figure 1)—is often
said to be KFHMB’s most significant contribution to the Malaysian
market. As Rosly (2017) points out that the three foreign Islamic banks
have excess liquidity owing to the insufficiency of banking products
available to them, KFHMB initially experienced liquidity management
challenges. One of the reasons for the liquidity issue was because the
dominant transaction for liquidity management in Malaysia was Bay’ al‘Inah, where a customer sells an asset to a bank for cash on the spot and
buys it back shortly thereafter at a mark-up on a deferred payment basis
(see Figure 2); such a transaction was unacceptable to KFHMB and to the
other foreign Islamic banks (see Rosly 2005). To resolve this liquidity
issue, CM was introduced by KFHMB as an alternative to Bay’ al-‘Inah.
Since the introduction of CM in 2005, the BNM has developed an
infrastructure for CM transactions. For example, while Middle Eastern
Islamic banks use the London Metal Exchange as the commodity trading
platform, Malaysia established a new platform for CM transactions called
Bursa Malaysia Suq Al-Sila, where a popular Malaysian agricultural
commodity, crude palm oil, is used for CM transactions (Ismon 2012).
Following the establishment of infrastructure that could accommodate
CM transactions, CMs prevailed extensively in Malaysian Islamic banking.
SAC then issued a Shariah resolution in 2012 that imposed strict
conditions for Bay’ al-‘Inah transactions, and Islamic financial institutions
have gradually converted all Bay’ al-‘Inah-based products into CM-based
ones (Bank Negara Malaysia 2012; Mahayudin et al. 2014). Thus, with the
introduction of CM, Malaysian Islamic banks were able to make their
practices more similar to those of Middle Eastern banks, as envisaged by
the BNM (Bank Negara Malaysia 2007).

Figure 1. Commodity Murabahah
Notes: 1. Sale of a commodity to a bank. 2. Immediate payment to the
broker in cash. 3. Resale of the commodity to a customer. 4. Sale to
another broker. 5. Receipt of cash. 6. Deferred payment in installments
with a mark-up.
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Figure 2. Bay’ al-‘Inah
Notes: 1. Sale of an asset owned by a bank to a customer who needs cash,
through a deferred payment with mark-up. 2. The bank buys back the
same asset from the customer with a lump-sum payment.

b. Musharakah Mutanaqisah
KFHMB introduced MM (see Figure 3) to the Malaysian market, which
many scholars consider a house financing transaction preferable to BBA, a
popular house financing product in Malaysia at the time that was
facilitated by Bay’ al-‘Inah (see Figure 4). MM is widely used in the Middle
East and in Western countries such as Australia and the United Kingdom.
BBA, on the other hand, has been adopted only in Southeast Asian
countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei, as Shariah scholars
elsewhere basically disapprove of it. Islamic economists argue that MM is
not only more religiously ideal than BBA, but also more profitable for
customers (e.g., Meera and Abdul Razak 2005; Meera and Abdul Razak
2009). Thus, the introduction of MM to Malaysia was welcomed by
Islamic economists and Shariah scholars, as it helped promote Malaysia as
a global hub of Islamic banking, which was a BNM’s rationale for inviting
foreign Islamic banks (Smolo and Hassan 2011).

Figure 3. Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM)
Notes: 1. A customer identifies a house. 2. The customer makes MM
contract with a bank, with the promise to purchase the bank’s share of the
house. 3. The customer buys the house in partnership with the bank, and
the payment is conducted in accordance with a predetermined ratio (e.g.,
bank pays 90 percent and customer pays the balance). 4. Lease the bank’s
share of the house to the customer, and the contract matures when all the
bank’s share is transferred to the customer.
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Figure 4. BBA house financing facilitated by Bay’ al-‘Inah
Notes: 1. A customer enters into a purchase contract with a house vendor.
2. As a formality, the customer sells the house to a bank for cash to settle
the purchase contract with the house vendor. 3. The bank sells the house
back to the customer in installments with a mark-up.
The BNM prepared a legal framework for the smooth execution of
MM transactions; one such preparation involved the exemption of extra
tax that would be otherwise charged in MM transactions, but never accrue
on other Islamic house financing products, such as BBA (Smolo and
Hassan 2011). However, despite receiving the religious support of
Shariah scholars and legal assistance from the BNM, MM transactions did
not function well in Malaysia. According to Mohd Subky et al. (2017),
most Islamic banks in Malaysia discontinued the provision of MM house
financing, owing to several problems; these problems included
documentation costs, the high risk assumed by banks, and interestingly,
the high rate of property project abandonment in the country. A
practitioner at a local Islamic bank stresses the influence of property
project abandonment on MM viability:
The problem was because of property and construction. In the
case of [the] under-construction of property, in Musharakah
Mutanaqisah, [the] bank and customer have ownership of
property. When the property is abandoned and not completed,
who take[s] the ownership to pay back to [the] bank? Because
part of [the] property belongs to [the] bank, and [a] certain
percentage belongs to [the] customer. So, it comes to conflict.
That’s why we moved to commodity Murabahah. If the bank uses
commodity Murabahah for house financing, the asset used in
financing is a commodity, crude palm oil, [and] not property itself.
You can see some abandoned project[s] in Malaysia. So, it’s not
suitable for [the] Malaysian environment, but for [a] completed
property, we can still adopt Musharakah Mutanaqisah (personal
communication, October 4, 2018).
In fact, the abandonment of property projects has been a serious
problem in Malaysia since the 1980s, and, in 1990, the BNM set up the
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“Abandoned Housing Project Fund” to provide special assistance with
respect to abandoned housing projects (Abdul Rahman et al. 2013). Even
recently, the Minister of Housing and Local Government stated that there
were an estimated 350 abandoned housing projects in Malaysia in 2018
(Anonymous 2018). Moreover, an Islamic banker (personal
communication, October 11, 2018), who had worked at KFHMB and is
now working in Kuwait, refers to the unique nature of the Malaysian
property sales model as a setback in implementing MM transactions. In
Malaysia, developers sell properties before their construction even
commences; in comparison, in several countries, properties are also sold
upon completion of construction (i.e., the “Build then Sell” model). The
Malaysian “Sell then Build” model exposes property buyers to high risk,
especially in the event of developer failure. In the Malaysian legal system,
buyers cannot take legal action against in-default developers; this allows
irresponsible developers considerable room to easily abandon projects at
any stage or when a potential loss is expected (Abdul Rahman et al. 2013).
For these reasons, the Malaysian property sales model made it
difficult for Islamic banks to implement MM transactions. In fact, the
OCBC Al-Amin Bank Berhad does not employ MM for under-construction
properties (Mohd Subky et al. 2017). Moreover, although KFHMB took the
initiative of introducing MM transactions in Malaysia, the bank
discontinued its provision and instead adopted another transaction for
house financing. The aforementioned ex-KFHMB banker (personal
communication, October 11, 2018) mentions the inherent difficulty in
managing the processes of MM transactions as another reason for their
discontinuance. Since the bank’s technical system could not be
customized to manage MM transactions, KFHMB manually controlled for
it. This technical issue arose partly because KFH does not use MM in
Kuwait, as there is currently no mortgage law in Kuwait and property
financing is done through either personal financing for individuals or
term financing for corporate customers. Overall, MM—as a transaction
type advocated by Shariah scholars and Islamic economists—has not
worked well in Malaysia.
c. The Conversion of Car Financing Products
As mentioned, in Kuwait, KFH holds cars as assets in its showrooms for
financing. Its car financing method is typical of the Murabahah
transaction (i.e., a sale with a mark-up) in Islamic economic theory, and
the KFH’s financing profits are religiously certified as necessary
brokerage. KFH has since its establishment in 1977 employed this
transaction type for car financing. To ensure consistency within the KFH
Group, KFHMB sought to provide the same car financing product (see
Figure 5); however, according to a pioneer of KFHMB, the bank faced legal
issues in Malaysia and had to modify the structure of its car financing
product. That KFHMB pioneer says that:
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Unfortunately, KFHMB ran into some legal and regulatory
challenges. For example, banks in Malaysia aren’t allowed to
acquire property directly in the form of an asset portfolio to
warehouse and sell to customers. The completely knocked-down
(CKD) sectors are well established with all the motorcar
companies having assembly plants in Malaysia, their own
sophisticated distribution network as well as offering their own
financing to their buyers. Besides, the auto industry in Malaysia
has an approved permit (AP) system in place to import
completely built-up (CBU) cars. The only way the bank could
enter the space was to partner with approved permit (AP)
holders. The bank thus entered into an agreement with
automobile dealers who themselves had a network of AP dealers
(personal communication, May 27, 2018).

Figure 5. Structure of KFH’s car financing process
Foreign automobiles have predominated in the Malaysian
automobile market since state independence in 1957. The first national
automobile company, Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional Berhad (National
Automobile Enterprise), commonly called Proton, was established in
1983 as part of an ambitious national car project led by Prime Minister
Mahathir. The project was expected to improve the indigenous Malay
presence in the car industry (Leutert and Südhoff 1999). Although the
second national car manufacturer, Perusahaan Otomobil Kedua Sendirian
Berhad (Second Automobile Enterprise), called Perodua, was set up in the
early 1990s, the predominance of foreign cars in the Malaysian market
did not change in the ensuing years. In that context, the AP system was
introduced to protect the interests of local automobile manufacturers, by
imposing an extra cost on imported foreign cars. Nonetheless, despite the
government’s protective policy in favor of local cars, the demand for
foreign cars remains high compared to local ones (Islam et al. 2016).
APs are import and export licenses issued by Permit Issuing
Agencies as per the Customs Act of 1967. All vehicles, regardless of being
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12

CBU or CKD, can be imported only by AP holders. Thus, the automobile
market is substantially controlled by AP holders and the car dealers who
work in partnership with them. To continue its own style of car financing
under the structure of the Malaysian car market, KFHMB decided to enter
into partnership with a few car dealers who were in alliance with AP
holders (see Figure 6). However, the modified car financing structure did
not work. What is worse, the partnership dealers tricked KFHMB by
abusing a loophole in the partnership contract and, as a result, the bank
suffered losses. The aforementioned pioneer of KFHMB says:
We tested a few partnerships. In the partnership, we paid for
customs clearance and then physically stored the cars at the
respective dealers for the dealers to sell. However, as the dealer
was not bearing any cost of those cars, they themselves were not
serious in selling them to prospective customers. Their priority
was to dispose of their own stock, which was being financed by
their banks. So, KFHMB’s cars remained unsold. Furthermore, no
registration card (title deed) is issued for such imported used cars
until they are sold to a buyer, thus the bank couldn’t legally
register its claim on the asset. Instead, it entered into a “master
agreement” arrangement with the dealers, but what happened
was [that] without the bank’s approval, either the cars were
switched or even disappeared due to the lack of a legal claim on
the car. The reason why the registration card is only issued once
the car is purchased by the end buyer is [that], as soon as it is
issued, the car would be considered “sold” and its value
depreciated. So, to maintain the value of the car, no registration
card is issued until a buyer takes it. We pretty much had to rely on
trust in dealing with them, but the scheme did not work.
Unfortunately, the bank suffered losses through this arrangement
(personal communication, May 27, 2018).

Figure 6. KFHMB’s modifications to the structure of the car financing
process
Notes: AP: approved permit; CBU: completely built-up
12

See the Ministry of International Trade and Industry homepage. URL:
https://www.miti.gov.my/index.php/pages/view/3796
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Shortly after testing the partnership contracts with car
dealers, KFHMB converted its car financing product into another product
facilitated by an al-Ijarah Thumma al-Bay’ (AITAB) transaction—a
transaction type that most of the Malaysian Islamic banks use (see Figure
7). As is evident in the above cases of MM discontinuance and the
conversion of its car financing product, KFHMB experienced several
“trials and errors” in determining which products would fulfill both
Malaysian market requirements and the Shariah requirements of its
Shariah committee scholars—especially on the retail banking side, where
other market participants (e.g., car dealers and property developers) are
involved in financial transactions.

Figure 7. Structure of the AITAB car financing process
Notes: 1. A customer identifies a car. 2. The customer makes a lease
contract with a bank. 3. The bank purchases the car. 4. The bank rents the
car to the customer. 5. The bank sells the car upon the maturity of the
lease contract.

In the first five years, KFHMB concentrated mainly on corporate
and investment banking, and retail banking accounted for only a small
percentage of the bank’s total assets. Since investment banking is more
susceptible to economic fluctuations than is retail banking, the bank has
since 2010 shifted its efforts toward retail banking (Anonymous 2010).
According to the above pioneer of KFHMB (personal communication,
May 27, 2018), while its parent bank is the second-largest bank in Kuwait
(behind the National Bank of Kuwait) and has a strong presence in both
retail and wholesale banking, KFHMB was determined to focus initially on
wholesale banking. This decision stemmed not only from its desire to
quickly establish a market presence in Malaysia, but also from its strategy
to wait and see, prior to expanding its retail banking, whether its retail
banking products would be embraced by the Malaysian market. During
that five-year period, KFHMB used CM transactions, particularly for
serving corporate customers—likely because CM transactions involve
only commodity brokers (except for customers), which thus allows banks
to complete the entire transaction without involving other market
participants. This characteristic distinguishes CM transactions from
several retail banking transactions, such as MM and KFH’s original car
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financing. Following its five-year retail banking experiment, KFHMB
embarked on a diversification strategy by which it sought by 2015 to have
retail banking represent 40 percent of its assets and liabilities. Thus, for
KFHMB, the first five years were all about “trials and errors” with respect
to its retail banking products in Malaysia, where the bank’s products were
basically uncommon.

Conclusion and Discussion
This study ethnographically explored the adaptation process of KFHMB to
the Malaysian market. It verified that KFHMB needed to change its car
financing product on account of the problems that it faced in building
appropriate and successful partnerships with car dealers. Despite
KFHMB’s efforts to implement its own style of Islamic banking, the
attempt did not bear fruit. The bank had no choice but to use the same
product as local Islamic banks. Moreover, both the high rate of property
project abandonment and the Malaysian property sales model affected
the viability of Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM) transactions; at that point,
most Malaysian banks—including KFHMB—discontinued the use of this
product, despite MM transactions having the full support of Shariah
scholars and Islamic economists (Smolo and Hassan 2011).
The findings highlight the impact of Malaysia’s unique business
culture on KFHMB’s product offering—especially on the retail banking
side, where business relationships with other market participants
influence the implementation of banking transactions. The implication is
that regional product differences between Malaysia and the Middle East
derive not only from differences in Islamic jurisprudence or piousness,
but also from differences in market environments. Moreover, in
anthropological and sociological terms, the results indicate that Malaysian
institutional logic (or indigenously embedded market force) functioned
well and was influential in KFHMB’s products selection, rather than the
agency of the individual organization (or the transnational force of the
KFH Group). However, KFHMB did not merely follow or imitate the
practices of local counterparts: rather, as a result of the dilemma arising
between its ideal versus the Malaysian market force, it eventually chose
the same practice as the local banks. Thus, I argue that in Islamic banking,
where banks need to work closely with the customers and other market
participants (e.g., car dealers) rather than behave as a mere money
lender, locally institutionalized market logics—rather than an individual
bank’s creativity—are likely to predominate in banks’ behavior.
This study did not deeply examine the transnational nature of
commodity Murabahah (CM) transactions, nor did it look into their
cultural and social impacts on Malaysian Islamic banking. However, it
would be valuable to explore local perceptions of this universal
transaction and redefine its cultural meaning in the local context. Watson
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(2006 [1997]) stresses the importance of the internal meaning of
“transnational phenomena” (i.e., content) within its global appearance
(i.e., form). This thinking can be used to distinguish the internal meaning
of CM in Malaysia from the transaction form itself, and, by making this
distinction, one can understand the cultural diversity of transnational
Islamic transactions.
Finally, considering KFHMB’s dilemma concerning its ideals
versus market realities, the current study stresses the importance of
examining ethnographically Islamic banks’ process of adapting to foreign
markets. Especially important in this examination is the practitioners’
decision-making process concerning product selection. From the mid2000s, ethnographic studies in Islamic banking and finance began to be
observed (e.g., Maurer 2006). A significant contribution to the literature is
Rudnyckyj (2017), who sheds light on the actors of Islamic banking and
their narrative, and seeks to explore how actors themselves “are posing
the problem of the alternative potential of Islamic finance” to
conventional finance (2017: 273). Similarly, economic geographers stress
the importance of the role of actors in understanding the mechanism of
Islamic banking and finance (e.g., Pollard and Samers 2013; Poon et al.
2018). However, despite the recent rise of scholarly attention to
ethnographic inquiry and the actors of Islamic banking, few studies have
explored the social processes through which practitioners assemble a
banking product from available options in a local market environment. An
ethnographic inquiry that emphatically situates product development
within an appropriate context will be able to clarify how Islamic bankers
reconcile their religious ideals with market demand, thereby allowing us
to reconsider the regional differences between Malaysia and the Middle
East.
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